PASTEIS DE BACALHAU $1.00
Cod Fish Cakes

BIFANAS $4.00
Marinated Pork Loin on Portuguese Roll

LINGUICA $4.00
Traditional Portuguese Smoked Sausage

COD FISH ON PORTUGUESE ROLL $4.00

CARNE DE ESPETO COM ARROZ $8.00
BBQ Sirloin Tips Madeira Style w/ Rice

FAVAS BEANS w/LINGUICA & Smoked Ham $5.00

POLVO GUISADO $8.00
Octopus Stew w/ Rice

MALASADAS-FILHOSES $1.00
Portuguese Fried Dough

ARROZ DOCE Sweet Rice $1.00

CAJADAS Portuguese Pastries $1.00

BOTTLED WATER $2.00

The Lowell Folk Festival & Portuguese American Veterans Appreciate Your Support!!!